
           CASE STUDY

Public Agency Centralizes Security  
with a New Open XDR Security  
Operations Center
Stellar Cyber delivers visibility and control  
across the entire kill chain

A state government agency based in the Northeast wanted to ensure the tightest 

security posture in light of recent cyber-ransom attacks on cities, but it needed a 

security operations solution that would consolidate multiple applications and respond 

automatically to threats. Stellar Cyber’s Open XDR platform formed the basis of a new 

solution that delivers comprehensive security while supercharging analyst productivity.
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Comprehensive 
Dashboard
incident correlation from  

a single pane of glass 

Efficient
save time and money getting  

improved key metrics

Machine Learning
improve its detection and response 

capabilities over time

Streamlined 
kill chain shows analysts how  

to respond to real threats

Alert 
Fatigue
time wasted chasing  
false threats

High Cost
cobbled together  
solutions were expensive

Time   
Wasted
teams spent time writing  
response procedures 

Stellar Cyber’s XDR Killchain dashboard shows us the right information at the  

right time. The platform gives us access to dozens of tightly-integrated security  

capabilities under one interface at one price, so we can drill down on correlated  

incidents in easily and quickly.”

B E F O R E W I T H  S T E L L A R  C Y B E R

“We couldn’t respond quickly enough because we were getting 
inundated with useless information,” says the agency’s CISO. 
“We were spending a fortune on discrete security applications, 

from SIEM and IDS/IPS to log aggregation and identity 
management, yet we still weren’t getting the information  
we needed to respond quickly to threats.”

“



Collecting the Wrong Information
Over the years, the agency had layered on firewalling, 
identity management, log aggregation, IDS, IPS, SIEM and 
other security tools, but the growing collection of discrete 
tools continually increased the burden on its analytical 
staff. There were multiple security consoles to monitor, and 
there were so many alerts on false positives that the team 
spent most of its time chasing false threats – it took days or 
weeks to respond to the real ones.

“We couldn’t respond quickly enough because we were 
getting inundated with useless information,” says the 
agency’s CISO. “We were spending a fortune on discrete 
security applications, from SIEM and IDS/IPS to log 
aggregation and identity management, yet we still  
weren’t getting the information we needed to respond 
quickly to threats.”

The Stellar Cyber Open XDR Solution
As he considered possible solutions, the CISO realized that 
the agency needed a security operations system that would 
consolidate information from multiple threat vectors –
cloud, physical and virtual assets, network and endpoints – 
into a single pane of glass to enable the analyst team to run 
with maximum efficiency. 

“Stellar Cyber’s dashboard shows us the right information  
at the right time,” says the CISO. “The platform gives us 
access to dozens of tightly-integrated security capabilities 
under one interface at one price, so we can drill down on 
correlated incidents in easily and quickly.”

The new system also needed to provide access to all of the 
existing security tools the agency was using. Stellar Cyber’s 
Open XDR solution stood out from the competition.

“The dashboard shows us the right information at the right 
time,” says the CISO. “The security platform gives us access 
to core security functions such as NDR, UEBA, NG SIEM, 

“The machine learning aspect  

of the product enables us to get 

better and better at responding  

to threats as we go along.”
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ML IDS, Sandbox and SOAR under one interface at one 
price, so we truly save time and money getting improved 
key metrics.”

The Stellar Cyber platform is also comprehensive – it collects 
useful data from popular third-party tools addressing 
network, endpoint, cloud, container and virtualized attack 
vectors, so analysts can see the whole picture throughout 
the kill chain. It is also smart enough to dismiss false 
positives so analysts can focus on the real threats.

Moreover, Stellar Cyber leverages AI and machine learning 
technology to actually improve its detection and response 
capabilities over time. “The machine learning aspect of the 
product enables us to get better and better at responding  
to threats as we go along,” says the CISO.

Incident correlation was another key attribute. Stellar 
Cyber’s Interflow™ technology correlates multiple incidents 
to catch security attacks that other solutions miss. For 
example, a login from an administrator in the middle of the 
night may not cause an alert, but that incident, correlated 
with the user’s request to exfiltrate data to a Russian 
domain, would cause an alert.

“Typically, our teams spent a lot of time writing response 
procedures to counter the various threats they were seeing 
with the old systems, but Stellar Cyber eliminates that 
burden. The product learns what’s important to us and 
presents that information within the kill chain to show our 
analysts exactly how to respond.” 
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Multi-tenancy was another advantage. “We have over two 
dozen departments, and it’s very important to be able to 
separate them into discrete units so we can capture the 
overall security posture and compare one department with 
another,” the CISO added. “Stellar Cyber has multitenancy 
built in out of the box.”

Real-World Results
Of course, the proof was how well it actually worked. 
During a proof-of-concept trial, the agency’s security team 
noticed that there were far fewer alerts coming through the 
Stellar Cyber dashboard. Concerned that the platform was 
missing threats, the team tracked down some perceived 
threats that it had not alerted on, and found that they were 

not real threats at all. Stellar Cyber’s machine learning 
technology and its ability to correlate multiple, seemly 
random security incidents helped it weed out false alerts 
from real threats. Once in production use, the Stellar Cyber 
Open XDR platform reduced the agency’s analysts’ mean 
time to detect (MTTD) by a factor of 20, and cut their mean 
time to respond (MTTR) by a factor of 8. 

For this public agency, Stellar Cyber has formed the basis  
of a security infrastructure that identifies real threats in a 
clear, easy-to-use interface. Analysts are more productive, 
the agency spends far less time training its team, and 
analysts can respond to real threats far more quickly (in 
seconds rather than days or weeks), keeping the agency 
protected against cyber-ransom attacks.

Typically, our teams spent a lot of time writing response procedures  

to counter the various threats they were seeing with the old systems,  

but Stellar Cyber’s Open XDR eliminates that burden. The product  

learns what’s important to us and presents that information within  

the kill chain to show our analysts exactly how to respond.”

“


